Vagal immune-to-brain communication: a visceral chemosensory pathway.
The immune system operates as a diffuse sensory system, detecting the presence of specific chemical constituents associated with dangerous micro-organisms, and then signalling the brain. In this way, immunosensation constitutes a chemosensory system. Several submodalities of this sensory system function as pathways conveying immune-related information, and can be classified as either primarily brain barrier associated or neural. The vagus nerve provides the major neural pathway identified to date. The initial chemosensory transduction events occur in immune cells, which respond to specific chemical components expressed by dangerous micro-organisms. These immune chemosensory cells release mediators, such as cytokines, to activate neural elements, including primary afferent neurons of the vagal sensory ganglia. Primary afferent activation initiates local reflexes (e.g. cardiovascular and gastrointestinal) that support host defense. In addition, at least three parallel pathways of ascending immune-related information activate specific components of the illness response. In this way, immunosensory systems represent highly organized and coherent pathways for activating host defense against infection.